

DMARC Manual
Block Malware and phishing attacks and increase your email deliverability!
Prevent brand abuse scams and gain full insight on email channel with DMARC.

DMARC - Manual

DMARC combines the well known (and well spread) authentication techniques SPF (Sender
Policy Framework) and DKIM (DomainKeys Identified Mail) and add an important aspect:
reporting. Until now senders didn’t have insight in the percentage of their mail which didn’t pass
the SPF conformance/DKIM checks or which weren’t signed in the first place.
By using DMARC you can get important information about the mail you send. You can use this
information to get all your e-mail DMARC compliant. DMARC compliant is more then just mail
which is ‘authenticated’, but it is also related to your sending domain. This domain must be
‘aligned’ with the SPF or the DKIM domain.
There are three DMARC policies you can choose of if an email fails the DMARC checks.You can
choose NONE, QUARANTINE and REJECT.
A DMARC Policy tells the email receivers like Microsoft (Hotmail, Live, Outlook etc), Gmail, Yahoo!
and other DMARC Internet Service Providers who adopted DMARC what to do if an email fails the
DMARC check.
Please follow the steps below to start implementing DMARC.
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Confirm subscription & login

Confirm your subscription by clicking on the confirmation-URL from the confirmation mail you’ll
get after signing-up. After confirming your subscription you can login into your DMARC account.
Go to https://dmarc.menainfosec.com/login and login into your DMARC account.
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Welcome to DMARC

Welcome to your DMARC account. Now you can start securing your domain.
Please follow the steps below to start implementing DMARC.

1) Generate DNS record
DMARC generates an unique email address which matches your account. Please use this e-mail
address in your DMARC DNS Record. DMARC needs to collect data before it can generate any
statistics. To collect data in DMARC you need to add a DNS record to your DNS settings (your
domain ISP can do this for you as well).
Setup your DMARC account by generating a
DNS record.
You can generate a DNS record by clicking on
the ‘DNS records’ and then go to the ‘DMARC
setup’ section in the left sidebar of our App.
Fill in the information below and press 'generate
record'. This tool will generate a DMARC DNS
record which you can publish to your DNS
settings (your domain ISP can do this for you as
well). Once this record is published, a daily report
will be send to the specified email address to
collect data. You can also have forensic emails
(specific erroneous emails) forwarded to this
address. You will see the first results after 24-72
hours.
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Multiple domains?
If you have multiple domains which you'd like to analyze, just add this DNS record to multiple
domains. All domains will appear in your dashboard.
Some additional information about our DMARC DNS record generator
Aggregate report E-mail
A list of URIs for ISPs to send XML feedback to. NOTE: this is not a list of email addresses. DMARC
requires a list of URIs of the form "mailto:test@example.com".

Forensic feedback E-mail (premium users only!)
A list of URIs for ISPs to send forensic reports to. NOTE: this is not a list of email addresses.
DMARC requires a list of URIs of the form "mailto:test@example.org".
Please note that our setup does this automatically for you.

Policy
Apply this policy to email that fails the DMARC check. The policy can be set to "none",
"quarantine", or "reject".
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What is a DMARC Policy?
A DMARC Policy tells the email receivers like Microsoft (Hotmail, Live, Outlook etc, Gmail, Yahoo!)
and other Internet Service Providers who have adopted DMARC what to do if an email fails the
DMARC check.
There are three DMARC policies you can choose from for when an email fails the DMARC checks.
You can choose from NONE, QUARANTINE and REJECT.
●

With NONE you don’t want the email receiver to do anything with the emails sent. The
email just goes into the inbox / folder of the receiver and you can use the data of the
DMARC reports to start analyzing who is sending emails on your behalf. After some good
analysis you can go to the next policy, QUARANTINE.

●

With QUARANTINE the email receivers put the emails in a special ‘quarantine’ folder like
junk / spam. You are still able to analyze all the data and see who is sending email on
your behalf and check if they are allowed to do so.

●

With the REJECT policy you ask the email receivers to reject all emails which fail the
DMARC check. All these emails will bounce and will not end up in any folder of the
receiver. With this policy all your email is secure. If you send an email from a domain that
is not add to the whitelist, the email will be blocked. Be aware that everything should be
in place or example: if you use third party senders like CRM systems or Email Service
Providers and you did not give them permission to send on your behalf, all their emails
will bounce.

DMARC DNS record generator :: Advanced options
The advanced options as described below will pop-up by clicking on the ‘Show advanced
options’ link right above the ‘Generate record’ button.
Subdomain policy
This policy should be applied to email from a subdomain of this domain that fails the DMARC
check. Using this tag domain owners can publish a "wildcard" policy for all subdomains. If you are
sure you don’t use subdomains you can already set this policy to ‘Reject’ to protect your
subdomains.
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Alignment
DMARC is all about verifying that the address in the ‘From’ header is the actual sender of the
message. To achieve this, the technical settings to verify senders DKIM and SPF are used.
However both DKIM and SPF do not require the From header and the used identity for either
DKIM or SPF to match. Alignment means that these domains should match (or a partial match
when using a relaxed setup).
For DKIM this means that the domain used to create the signature (and provided through the d=
parameter), should match the ‘From’ header.
For SPF this is the domain in the RFC5321.MailFrom (MAIL FROM) portion of SMTP or the
RFC5321.EHLO/HELO domain, or both. These may be different domains, and they are typically
not visible to the end user. Most of the times the ‘Return-Path’ header is used for this.
Our tool shows a dot in the specific results to indicate alignment.
 Green dot = aligned!
 Grey dot = not aligned

DKIM alignment
This specifies the ‘alignment mode’ for DKIM signatures, this can be either “r” (relaxed) or “s”
(Strict). Authenticated DKIM signing domains (d=) that share an organizational domain will pass the
DMARC Check in Relaxed mode. In strict mode there has to be an exact match.
Example for DKIM:
You send mail from yourdomain.com using some-esp.com. This ESP correctly signs these mails
with a DKIM signature. They do this using their domain some-esp.com. This DKIM signature itself
is valid as passes. However, as the signing domain some-esp.com does not match your domain,
these messages are not aligned. The ESP should sign the messages using yourdomain.com to
make these messages DMARC compliant.
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SPF alignment
This specifies the "Alignment Mode" for SPF, this can be either "r" (Relaxed) or "s" (Strict).
Authenticated SPF domains that share a organizational domain will pass the DMARC check in
Relaxed mode. In strict mode there has to be an exact match.

Example for SPF:
You send mail from yourdomain.com using some-esp.com. This ESP has setup bounce
processing and therefore use a ‘Return-Path’ header of
some-address@bounce.some-esp.com. As you have entered the ESP in your SPF, the SPF
will pass. However as the domain in the Return-Path header does not match
yourdomain.com, these messages do not align. The ESP should change the Return-Path
header or add an aligned DKIM signature.

Forensic options
There are four options to choose from. you can combine these options
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2) Fix recommendations
When you click on “Go to statistics” you can see the recommendations that DMARC provides to
improve your implementation grade.
DMARC aggregate reports - per host
You can analyze the data in this table based on the hostname. Do you see any domains that may
be a valid pattern for your domains that have a low DMARC compliancy rate? Perhaps these
email flows haven't been setup correctly yet. Click on a line to see detailed data.

DMARC implementation tips
Make sure you take advantage of our free to use DMARC implementation tips
You can find our DMARC implementation tips by clicking on the ‘info-icons’ (if available)
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3) Analyze statistics
DMARC aggregate reports - Per result - statistics
Analyze the statistics we provide you in a clear table and take actions to have all your e-mail
DMARC compatible. This is a continuous process and you should keep track of IP address which
send SPAM on your behalf.

Search “From” domain(s)
Filter based on one (or more) of your domains (on which the DNS record was published) to see
the data of this domain (or domains)
Search hostname / IP address
Search based on an IP address or hostname to filter the overview.
Result/Hostname
Switch between an overview grouped per result or an overview group per sending hostname.
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Dashboard
This overview shows the 'From' domains that we have registered under your account.

From domain
The overview shows your 'From' domains with the current DMARC compliancy percentage. Click
on a line to see the data for a specific 'From' domain.
You most likely own this domain and a DMARC record was placed on this domain to collect
DMARC reports.
Volume
The total volume this 'From' domain has sent in the given period is visible in this column.
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Policy
This column shows the most recent DMARC policy we've registered for this domain. Based on the
policy the ISP will process DMARC noncompliant emails as follows:
- ignore invalid mails (none) (emails will be delivered, just for monitoring invalid mails)
- place invalid mails in the spam folder (quarantine)
- totally reject invalid mails (reject)
Compliancy
The total percentage of DMARC compliant messages for your 'From' domains.
% DKIM Aligned
The percentage which has an 'aligned' DKIM signature. This means that the domain which was
used to create the DKIM signature, is equal to your 'From' domain. If you sign a mail with a
different domain, this mail will not be DMARC compliant. Click on a line to see detailed data
(including the used DKIM domains).
% SPF Aligned
The percentage which has an 'aligned' SPF domain. This means that the domain which was used
to validate the SPF (mostly the 'Return-Path' header domain) is equal to your 'From' domain. If
SPF validated using a different domain than your 'From' domain, this mail will not be DMARC
compliant. Click on a line to see detailed data (including the used SPF domains).
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Reports
Around 72 hours after you’ve configured your DMARC record. DMARC will start receiving reports
about the DMARC compliance of the emails sent from that domain.

DMARC aggregate reports - Per result
Analyze the data in this table based on the DMARC result. The blue groups are mails which are
technically valid, but with a SPF or DKIM domain unequal (not aligned) to your 'From' domain. The
red groups don't have a valid DKIM signature or SPF record. Click on a line to see detailed data.
Analyzing your Domain report
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Title

Description

Green authentication results:
DMARC compatible – fully aligned

These messages were DMARC compliant and thus
had a valid (and aligned) DKIM signature and they
were sent by an IP address which was authorized
through SPF.

DMARC compatible – DKIM
aligned

These messages were DMARC compliant because
they had a valid (and aligned) DKIM signature. SPF did
not pass for these messages

DMARC compatible – SPF aligned

These messages were sent by an IP address which
was authorized through SPF. The messages did not
have a valid (and aligned) DKIM signature.

Blue authentication results:
DKIM validated, but not aligned,
SPF failed

These messages have a valid DKIM signature, but this
signature was not aligned with the domain.
(The signature was created using another domain
than the domain in the “From:” header of the mail)

SPF validated, but not aligned,
DKIM failed

These messages were sent by an IP address which
was authorized through SPF. The domain validated
was not aligned with the domain in the From header
of the mail. The DKIM signature for this mail was
missing or failed.
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Red authentication results:
DKIM/SPF failed

Both DKIM and SPF failed for these messages. This is
the first group to have a look at while analyzing the
DMARC data.

Postfixes:

Forwarded

The messages were forwarded by another mail
account. Some users set up an account to
automatically forward email to another account. This
can cause headers to be changed as the forwarder
becomes the “new sender” of the message.

Mailinglist operator

The messages were sent by a mailing list operator.
This can be marketing newsletters or other emails
from a mailing list (possibly sent by a third-party)

Trusted forwarder

The sender of the DMARC report has marked the IP
address which forwarded a message as a “trusted
forwarder”. The ISPs have their own rules for this.
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DMARC Aggregate reports - Per source
In this overview you can find specific reports or sources. You can use this overview to detect if a
specific report was already parsed or to see which senders you’re receiving reports from.
Search per domain
If you want to search per domain you can use
this search bar.
Search per report ID
It is also possible to search per search report ID.
When you have entered a correct code you are
able to see this specific report.
Search source
If you want to see the reports from 1 specific
source you just have to fill in the correct source.
For example: if you fill in Google you can see all
the reports from Google. This makes the
overview clearer.
Daily report
Just check the report for the specific date and
you will see a percentage. In this example you
can see 100% and that means the compliance is
100%.
Date period
To adjust your timeline just click on the timeline
in the right corner of the overview.
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DMARC Aggregate reports - Per host
This page allows you to get detailed data per host. You can analyze the data in this table based
on the hostname. This makes it possible to see domains you are working with and check the
DMARC compliancy rate. Perhaps these email flows haven’t been setup correctly yet.

When clicking on the specific domain you can see all the IPs that were used for sending the
emails. Every IP has his one Compliant percentage. This is based on the DKIM percentage and
SPF percentage.
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If you hit the information button 
accompanying documentation.

 there is a popup that shows tips for this specific domain and

In the right corner of the overview you can see the status. This is the general status but you can
also adjust this status for a specific domain.

When changing to Alignment development a line graph is shown. Here you can check the
DMARC alignment and see how much invalid emails has been send in a specific period.
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DMARC Aggregate reports - Detailed stats
This page shows an overview of all the sending domains which are used to send emails on behalf
of your domain(s). You can check all these domains per domain, per IP address, report source, by
volume, DKIM Data or SPF Data.

If you click on a sending domain you
will see a graph with the development
of the volume over time.

Manual upload
It is also possible to manually upload
reports. In this overview you can drag
or upload your DMARC reports. The file
has to be a .zip or .gz.
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DMARC Forensic reports

In DMARC Forensic reports there is an overview of specific mails you have send. You can search
for specific emails by subject. When you click on the subject, a list of IP addresses will open. You
can now see the Feedback headers and Mail headers of these messages.

DMARC doesn’t store the body of Forensic reports by default.
It is possible privacy sensitive data is included in these
emails. For analysis it will be harder as you don’t know which
email exset causes your DMARC to fail.
To fix this problem we have introduced a new method to
view the Forensic reports. When a PGP key is added in your
account, we will start encrypting the complete Forensic
report with this key. In your Forensic overview you can download the encrypted report and
decrypt with your private key and password.
Create a PGP key
A PGP key consists of a private and public key combination. DMARC doesn’t provide functionality
to generate a key but there are tools available to generate. You can generate a key for example
at https://pgpkeygen.com/.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Your name: Your full name
Your email address: Your email address
Comments: This can be left empty
Algorithm: RSA
Key size: 4096
Expires: Never
Passphrase: A strong passphrase
Click the ‘Generate keys’ button and download your public and private key.
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Adding your key to DMARC
Go to the ‘Profile’ page and click on the ‘Public Keys’ button on the top right button bar.
On this page you can add your created public PGP key. Open your downloaded public key with a
text editor and copy the contents. Paste the contents in the textarea on the page and click the
save button.
DMARC will now start encrypting your Forensic reports with this key.
Note: Encryption will only be applied on new received Forensic reports.
Decrypting your Forensic reports
Encrypted mail messages can be found in your Forensic overview. Click on the “View” button at
the mail headers. When an encrypted message is available the full message can be copied from
the textarea or down closed by clicking the button. To decrypt your message use your previously
generated private key and passphrase.
DMARC doesn’t provide PGP decryption. On the internet several (online) tools are available to
decrypt your messages. For example https://sela.io/pgp/ provides decryption. Pass in your
private key, password and encrypted message. Click the decrypt button and you should see your
message.
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Timeline
The timeline shows the development of your DNS records over time. You can click a record to
see the details and possible errors which occur while parsing the record.
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Alerts & Reporting

On the Alerts & Reporting overview you can add email addresses for summary reports. These
summary reports will be send on a daily, weekly or monthly base. You can add several emails
with different requirements. It is also possible to select 1 domain per summary.
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DKIM (DomainKeys Identified Mail)

How does it work?
DKIM works by adding a digital signature to the headers of an email message. That signature can
be validated against a public cryptographic key in the organization’s Domain Name System (DNS)
records. In general terms, the process works like this:
A domain owner publishes a cryptographic public key as a specially-formatted TXT record in the
domain’s overall DNS records.
When a mail message is sent by an outbound mail server, the server generates and attaches a
unique DKIM signature header to the message. This header includes two cryptographic hashes,
one of specified headers, and one of the message body (or part of it). The header contains
information about how the signature was generated.
When an inbound mail server receives an incoming email, it looks up the sender’s public DKIM
key in DNS. The inbound server uses this key to decrypt the signature and compare it against a
freshly computed version. If the two values match, the message can be proved to authentic and
unaltered in transit.
How to validate a DKIM record?
Setting up the correct DKIM record is an essential
part of your technical settings.
You can check/validate your DKIM record by using
our DKIM record Checker
How to validate a DKIM record using the DMARC –
DKIM record Checker?
As an example we’re using a generated domainkey
from Google Apps.
Click here to open the DKIM record Checker.
Enter ‘google’ as the Selector, and enter your own domain name as domain and hit ‘Validate
DKIM’.
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After entering the ‘selector’ combined with the associated ‘domain’, the DKIM validation tool will
show a full list of all the DKIM results of the specified domain. The DKIM record is correctly
configured when the DKIM Checker shows ‘This is a valid DKIM key record’.

If the selector is not valid, please check with your hosting provider if the records are entered
correctly in your Domain Name Server (DNS).

Using the command-line tool dig in OSX and Linux, you can debug some more to try and figure
out what the problem is.
First we want to make sure the problem is not related to cache. E.g. when you tried the check
before adding or changing the TXT record, the response from your DNS server might have been
cached and it could take a couple of hours for the server to display the correct response.
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To bypass any cache you can ask your name server directly what records it has.
Use the following command to find out what your nameservers are:dig yourdomain.com NS
[root@server ~]# dig yourdomain.com NS
; <<>> DiG 9.8.2rc1-RedHat-9.8.2-0.10.rc1.el6_3.5 <<>> yourdomain.com NS
;; global options: +cmd
;; Got answer:
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NOERROR, id: 32320
;; flags: qr rd ra; QUERY: 1, ANSWER: 3, AUTHORITY: 0, ADDITIONAL: 0
;; QUESTION SECTION:
;yourdomeain.com.
;; ANSWER SECTION:
yourdomain.com.
yourdomain.com.
yourdomain.com.
;;
;;
;;
;;

300
300
300

IN

NS

IN
IN
IN

NS
NS
NS

ns1.yourdomain.com.
ns2.yourdomain.com.
ns3.yourdomain.com.

Query time: 31 msec
SERVER: 208.67.222.222#53(208.67.222.222)
WHEN: Mon Nov 26 16:09:52 2012
MSG SIZE  rcvd: 87

The lines in your ANSWER SECTION (highlighted above) are your nameservers.
Now ask a nameserver what records it has available using the command: dig
google._domainkey.yourdomain.com TXT @ns1.yourdomain.com

[root@server ~]# dig google._domainkey.yourdomain.com TXT
@ns1.yourdomain.com
; <<>> DiG 9.8.2rc1-RedHat-9.8.2-0.10.rc1.el6_3.5 <<>>
google._domainkey.yourdomain.com TXT @ns1.yourdomain.com
;; global options: +cmd
;; Got answer:
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NOERROR, id: 23736
;; flags: qr aa rd ra; QUERY: 1, ANSWER: 1, AUTHORITY: 0, ADDITIONAL: 0
;; QUESTION SECTION:
;google._domainkey.yourdomain.com.

IN

TXT

;; ANSWER SECTION:
google._domainkey.yourdomain.com. 300 IN
TXT
"v=DKIM1\; k=rsa\;
p=MIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQKBgQCxLaG16G4SaEcXVdiIxTg7gKSGbHKQLm
30CHib1h9FzS9nkcyvQSyQj1rMFyqC//tft3ohx3nvJl+bGCWxdtLYDSmir9PW54e5CTdxEh
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8MWRkBO3StF6QG/tAh3aTGDmkqhIJGLb87iHvpmVKqURmEUzJPv5KPJfWLofADI+q9lQIDAQ
AB"
;;
;;
;;
;;

Query time: 1 msec
SERVER: 83.96.177.4#53(83.96.177.4)
WHEN: Mon Nov 26 16:52:44 2012
MSG SIZE  rcvd: 284

You should see your TXT records here. Common mistakes/problems are:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

It takes some time to save the changes in GUI to the nameserver
(e.g. In the GUI everything is correct but NS does not return anything/correct values)
It takes some time to sync all nameservers with each other.
(e.g. ns1 returns correct values, but ns2 and/or ns3 does not)
Accidentally copied spaces
Characters are escaped with an additional \
Quotation marks inside the response value
Value length is not long enough in the GUI (at least 225 characters)
Typos

What is a DKIM “selector”?
A selector is added to the domain name, used to find DKIM public key information. It is specified
as an attribute for a DKIM signature and is recorded in the DKIM-Signature header field.
The validation process uses the selector as an additional name component to give differential
DNS query names. There are different DKIM DNS records associated with different selectors,
under the same domain name.
For example:
jun2005.eng._domainkey.example.com
Hence, selectors are used to permit multiple keys under the same organization's domain name.
This can be used to give separate signatory controls among departments, date ranges, or third
parties acting on behalf of the domain name owner..
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SPF (Sender Policy Framework)

What is a SPF record?
A SPF record (Sender Policy Framework record) is the core of a SPF implementation in which the
SPF policy is defined. A SPF record is published in the DNS (Domain Name Service) and it
contains a list of authorised email servers which can send email on behalf of your domain name. If
an email sender isn’t listed in the record section and does send email on behalf of your domain
this email could be considered not legit and can be rejected by the mail receiver.
Having proper setup SPF record will improve email deliverability and will help to protect your
domain against malicious emails sent on behalf of your domain. Though, in practice these goals
are achieved more effective if you use a SPF record together with DMARC. DMARC and DMARC
use both SPF and DKIM. Together they provide synergy and the best result for email security and
deliverability.
SPF record in practice
A SPF record consists of several parts. It should always start with a version number and should be
followed by one or more mechanisms which define valid senders.
v=spf1
This part defines the record as SPF. A SPF record has to start with this section. These used to be
an second version of SPF (SenderID) which was created by Microsoft, but this was deprecated.
Mechanisms
A SPF record can contain multiple mechanisms.
a
a:somedomain.com
a/prefix
a:somedomain.com/prefix
Define the DNS A record of the current (or specified) domain as a valid sending source.
mx
mx:somedomain.com
mx/prefix
mx:somedomain.com/prefix
Define the DNS MX record of the current (or specified) domain as a valid sending source.
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ptr
ptr:domain
Define the reverse hostname of the sending IP address as a valid sending source. (Not
recommended)
ip4:ip4-address
ip4:ip4-address/prefix
Define this IPv4 address (or address range) as valid sending sources.
ip6:ip6-address
ip6:ip6-address/prefix
Define this IPv6 address (or address range) as valid sending sources.
include:domain.com
Include the SPF record for this domain as valid sending sources.
exists:domain
Check existence of an A record for a provided domain. You can use macro’s in this context to be
able to do a ‘dynamic’ lookup of such a record.
all
You can define a policy for ‘all other sources’ using the ‘all’ mechanism. You should place this at
the end of your SPF record providing a ‘default’ for other sources. Use a qualifier to define the
policy you want to apply.
redirect=domain.com
When required you can redirect the SPF record to another domain. There can only be one
modifier in each SPF record. This can not be combined with an ‘all’ mechanism as the redirect will
only be followed it none of the mechanisms match.
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Maximum number of lookups
When using SPF you need to take note of a limitation in this technique. The number of DNS
lookups which are allowed to take place is limited to 10.
A DNS lookup is done when you query for one of these mechanisms:
● a
● mx
● ptr
● include
● exists
Please note that the ‘nested lookups’ will also count. If an ‘included’ domain does an A and MX
lookup, these will both count as lookups for your domain as well..
SPF record generator
In order to create SPF records, the web offers pretty good information. We recommend to
consult the following websites which have nice SPF record generators.
SPF wizard
Mail radar
Configure SPF records to work with G Suite
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Any questions?

We would love to hear from you!
support@menainfosec.com
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Block Malware and phishing attacks and increase your email deliverability!
Prevent brand abuse scams and gain full insight on email channel with DMARC.
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